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© copyright 2007 Z54010 rv00 Bugaboo® International BV. The information contained herein may be a change without notice. Bugaboo® BV is not responsible for the technical errors or omissions contained therein. The product you purchased may differ from the product as described in the user guide.
Our latest user guides can be ordered from our services (see comments) or at www.bugaboo.com.en1enenglishZ54010 - UG_C_rv00.indb 1 12/6/07 12:51:33 Page 210. maintenance Check the safety of the Bugaboo camelon before each use. Make sure the touch stingers, brake and seatbelt work
properly, the carrying handle is attached properly and that the bass or seat is properly attached to the chassis. Make sure the Bugaboo camelon is damaged. You should make sure that any damaged or worn parts are repaired immediately (see warning section). PartsFor replacement, use only genuine
Bugaboo parts or parts that have been approved by Bugaboo North America Inc. To prevent mold, do not fold bugaboo camelons and accessories while wet or store them in a wet place. cleaning The cleaning wheels, take them out of your holders and clean them with a damp cloth, warm water and a mild
detergent, then dry well and lubricate with silicone spray. NEVER lubricate wheel bearings. Important, some bugaboo Cameleon components can become discolored if left in the sun. Wash gently. Before washing ALWAYS remove the frame, fittings and plastic foam parts. Note When washing the fabric,
remind the following: - Maximum temperature 30 ºC / 85 ºF (cold washing) - do not use bleach - do not dry - do not iron - do not dry The widow with eoten can be washed at 60ºC/140ºF (hot washing). At this temperature, the inaclay will become absolutely clean. Aerovanic fangs are placed on top of a
thicker foam mattress and can be taken by removing the mattress cover. After washing the fabrics, make sure that all parts are replaced in the original positions. Place the alternation on top of the foam mattress. Do not use a mattress without aeotyr. Z54010 - UG_C_rv00.indb 37 12/6/07 12:52:46 Answer
3 c9. Travel and storage you can easily store bugaboo cameleon, or take it with you in the trunk of your car.step 1, destroying the seat or bassinetRemove seat or bassinet with the chassis. Remove the carrying handle. Set the handle to the lowest position. Remove the seat airbag.b. Fold the frame with
supports against the .c. Press the seat flat between the frame. bassinetd folding. Remove 2 plastic fillets from the pockets in the bassinth fabric. e. Fold frame supports against frame.f. Click on the bassinet exactly between the frame. step 2: chassis and wheels. Put the Bugaboo Cameleon chassis in
position 4 wheels.b. Place the handle over the large wheels. c Pull the two white trigger handles to you, and when pulling the handle down, place it on the floor. Z54010 - UG_C_rv00.indb 35 12/6/07 12:52:42 Page 4abcstep 2 adjacent to the rain cover above the sewn frame of the solar canopyIf you
remove the fabric from the solar canopy and place the rain cover over the frame, the child will have a full view outside the stroller. a Pull the sun canopy apart. Remove the frame from the canopy clamps and remove the .b place the clamps on the frame. Insert the frame back into the canopy clip. c Stretch
the frame apart.d. Place the rain cover wide, black edge at the end of the foot. e. Pull the rain cover over the sun's canopy frame first.f. Make sure that the stitched seams of rain cover are aligned with the frame of the solar canopy.g. Slide the rain cover frame holes over the protruding pins on the side of
the frame.h. Finally, pull a wide, black edge over the bottom edge of the frame foot. Important Make sure that the stitched seams of rain cover are aligned with the frame of the solar canopy. Z54010 - UG_C_rv00.indb 33 12/6/07 12:52:39Page 5 dfg'click'click'step 2, matching the individual solar canopy.
Seat bassinth or seat on the chassis.b. Fit the solar canopy to the round side of the .c. Pull the solar canopy over the end of the frame.d Press 2 canopy clamps onto the frame at a point where there is no rubber.e Roll the top of the clamp onto the aluminum frame and then secure the bottom of the clamp. f
Attach the elastic bands to the front of the canopy clamps.g Remove the solar canopy. Important You can also use a sun canopy to protect your child from windWARNINGS • Children have very sensitive skin. Never put your child in a Bugaboo camelon in the sunlight, don't canopy of sunshine. Z54010 UG_C_rv00.indb 31 12/6/07 12:52:32 Page 6ad8. weather and wind protectionStandard version bugaboo Cameleon comes with a solar canopy, rain cover and mosquito net, so you can protect your child from the sun, wind and rain, as well as insects. The necessary steps to make Bugaboo Cameleon
ready to use in good or bad weather are the same for bassinet and sitting. Important The solar canopy, rain cover and mosquito net can be used in conjunction with a seat up to 53 cm/20.9 inches long of the child's upper body (measured from the bottom of the child's rear to the top of the head).The
selected solar canopy consists of 2 canopy clamps, 2 removable frames and taking into account the fabric.Step 1 prepare a sewn solar canopy for use, pull the frames from the canopy clamps. B. Put the solar canopy down with the doniz logo. c. Push the frames through the holes in the sun canopy
fabric.d Wear the canopy clamps again Frames. Note Hooks on canopy clamps always point to the back of the solar canopy. When putting the canopy clamps back on the frame, make sure that the wire in the canopy is on top. Z54010 - UG_C_rv00.indb 30 12/6/07 12:52:29Ocrease cover 7 BC Rain cover
stretched over the solar canopy or above the solar canopy frame. The black edge of the rain cover is attached to the lower end of the frame. Step 1 fitting rain cover over an individual solar canopy. Fit the sun canopy to the frame and fold it.b Place the rain cover wide black at the end of the foot.c Pull the
rain cover over the sun canopy first.d. Make sure that the stitched seams of rain cover aligned with the frame of the solar canopy.e Slide the holes of the rain cover frame over the protruding pins on the side of the frame f Finally, pull the wide, black edge over the bottom edge of the frame. Important Make
sure that the stitched seams of rain cover are aligned with the frame of the solar canopy. Z54010 - UG_C_rv00.indb 32 12/6/07 12:52:36 Page 8 overturning the air vent in the rain coverIt is the air vent in front of the rain cover to ensure proper ventilation.a. Press the touch mount window correctly. The
space created between the window and the rain cover is an air hole. WARNING• To prevent the child from overheating, do not leave it under rain cover unless it rains.• Ensure proper ventilation by pressing the touch mountings of the air vent together properly.The mosquito net retains the insects.step 1
adjacent to the mosquito net. Fit the solar canopy, with or without its fabric, to a bassinth or seat. b Use the washing instructions at the end of the head to pull the mosquito net over the sun canopy.c. Make sure that the sides of the grid and the bassinth or seat fit snugly. Z54010 - UG_C_rv00.indb 34
12/6/07 12:52:41 Page 9 dd Grasp the central mine on which the frame carriers are located and lift everything up. The chassis with wheels and handle must now fall against each other. e. The Bugaboo camelon can now be placed in storage or transported by car. You can also store Bugaboo Cameleon
without its wheels, or hang Bugaboo Cameleon by the handle. Z54010 - UG_C_rv00.indb 36 12/6/07 12:52:44 P.M. AccessoriesNew accessories are regularly released for Bugaboo Cameleon. Full details are available on the www.bugaboo.com website or you can ask your supplier for details.available
bugaboo accessories: - Adapters for various car locations- Breezy sun canopy- Cup holder- Diapers Bag- Futhmaff- Service kit- Umbrella-Snow wheels-Sunshade- Fabric tailored- Transport bag- Wheel board, so that we can continue to make improvements, please let us know what you think of bugaboo
cameleon design, user convenience, materials or user guide. Write Bugaboo Service, P.O. Box 1552, Chelsea Station, New York, NY, 10013, U.S., or send an email to service@bugaboo.com Bugaboo Cameleon patented. Bugaboo Cameleon model is protected. Bugaboo is registered and expects
trademark registration with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Z54010 - UG_C_rv00.indb 38 12/6/07 12:52:46 Page 11limated warranty (U.S. and Canadian only)Bugaboo we make innovative, quality products for babies and children. Bugaboo North America, Inc. ensures that this product will be free
from material defects and fabrication existing at the time of manufacture within two years of the date of initial purchase. Your original dated receipt for sale or delivery showing the date of purchase is your proof of purchase. If such a defect is detected within a limited warranty period, we will, according to
our only option, repair or replace your product at any price. Some spare parts may be available for purchase after this Limited Warranty expires. 1. This limited warranty is only valid for purchasing a product from Bugaboo authorized retailers in the states and provinces of the United States and Canada.2
This Limited Warranty applies only to the original retail buyer of this product and is not transferred to anyone who is entitled to the product from the original retail buyer.3. This limited warranty does not apply to claims resulting in improper use, failure to comply with installation, maintenance and use
instructions, abuse, changes, involvement in an accident, and normal wear and tear.4 This limited warranty gives you specific legal rights; you may have other rights that range from state to state or province to province.5 This Limited Warranty is exclusive and instead of any other warranty, written or
spoken, including but not limited to any express warranty of fitness or fitness for a particular purpose. The duration of any non-express warranties, including any inoorable warranty of eligibility for trading services or fitness for a particular purpose, is expressly limited to this limited warranty period. 6. The
exclusive remedy of the client for violation of this Limited Warranty or any inopicable warranty or any other obligation arising out of the operation of the right or otherwise shall be limited, as set out in this agreement, for repair or replacement as our only option. In any case, liability for special, accidental or
consequential damages is expressly excluded.7 Some states or provinces do not allow restrictions on how long the imposing guarantee lasts. Therefore, the above restrictions and exclusions may not apply to you.8 Some states or provinces do not permit exclusions or restrictions of special, accidental or
consequential damages, so this restriction or exclusion may not apply You. For warranty service or replacement portion information, call:• USA: 800-460-2922• Canada: 800-355-5560• Outside the U.S. and Canada: Please contact your purchase location warranty service. Some spare parts may be
available for purchase after this limited warranty expires. For more information, please visit www.bugaboo.com or contact us in the United States at 800-460-2922, in Canada at 800-355-5560 or email: service@us.bugaboo.com.Z54010 - UG_C_rv00.indb 39 12/6/07 12:52:47 12:52:47
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